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 Cancer Full Moon
 Aquarius New Moon
 Saturn-Pluto alignment
 2020 Calendar
 The Year of the Metal Rat

January 4-5 DON’T MISS THIS!
Welcome to another year of INsight...

2020 is a pivotal year with a number of important astrological alignments. Don’t miss the CIA SYMPOSIUM. Jan 4-5. BOOK HERE.
First and foremost Saturn and Pluto are joining forces this month. This
conjunction will test the resilience of our current systems. The economy is sluggish with low confidence, low wages and low job security.
Low interest rates are not propping up the economy as they once
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did. People are generally pessimistic about the future and are not
spending money, so the retail sector is down too. This general lack of

confidence is also compounded by politicians who are clinging to the
old economy of fossil fuels rather than investing in the future and
green technologies.
In 2020 things will start to change as we transition from the old
school influence of Capricorn and move towards the inventive sign of
Aquarius where a host of planets will congregate to bring about a
progressive future of fresh possibilities...

Cancer full Moon-Lunar eclipse
Wow! 2020 kicks off with this super

big ticket items, long term survival,

intense Full Moon; a lunar eclipse

political and financial agendas to

that is set to test us. Not only does

the forefront of consciousness.

the Moon oppose the Sun, but al-

Where are we going? How do we

so Mercury, Ceres, Saturn and
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Pluto, which are all within a couple

during this major transition?

of degrees.

To top things off, Uranus the radi-

The Saturn-Pluto conjunction we

cal planet of awakening and sud-

have been anticipating is virtually

den change is within hours of its

exact at this Full Moon, bringing

exact station, emphasising the

need for an overhaul of old practices.
At the same time expansive Jupiter joins the South Node, illuminating our personal truth from within.
This is an awakening Full Moon
that highlights the really enormous
global changes that are starting to
impact all facets of life.
It’s up to us each individually to
manage the transition to the new
systems that will emerge and
adapt as best we can.
We could encounter difficulties

with family members or
with people in authority
at this Full Moon.
Stress levels and emotions may be running at
fever pitch. There is the
potential for gross over-

Gift idea

Order your 2020 calendar now Hard copy or download.

More than a Sun Sign book,
Secrets of the Zodiac

Discover the beautiful
cosmic choreography of
Venus and Mars

explains how we evolve as
we move along the zodiac,
revealing what you can

and how it illuminates the

learn from the sign after

deepest patterns of your
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Aquarius new moon
Our capacity to re-invent ourselves

Traditionally, it’s thought to be a

is tested at this Aquarius New

testing aspect for relationships,

Moon. Uranus, is both a rebel and

though I have personally found it

a creative inventor and having sta-

to be more creative than challeng-

tioned direct two weeks ago, the

ing.

time is right for making fresh crea-

The Sacred Dance of Venus and

tive starts. This New Moon squares

Mars, the cosmic lovers have a nat-

Uranus and fixed squares are al-

ural affinity with square and oppo-

ways tough to manage, but break-

sition aspects.

throughs are possible, even desirable.

As I point out in my book,

This New Moon ushers in the Chinese Year of the Metal Rat (see

Ringing a more sensitive tone are
Venus and Neptune in Pisces, stirring dreams and romance, though
they form a mutable square with

Mars in Sagittarius, so there will be
plenty of options on the table for
us to consider, bringing the potential for uncertainty or confusion.
Venus-Mars squares can be very
quirky. There’s a kind of black humour to this aspect as I discovered
when I noticed that a host of edgy

comedians have this aspect in their birth charts.
The list includes; Benny
Hill, Peter Cook, John
Cleese,

Magda

Szu-

banski and Shaun Micallef.
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The Zodiac Organiser

Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams
and doodles together in this easy to
use Zodiac Organiser.
~
Divided into 12 sections, one for
each sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a
place for every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
~
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need

them!

Place an order
$19.95
plus postage

The Year of the metal rat
2020 is the year of the Metal

ful or serving your best inter-

Rat which reinforces a dynamic

ests. The metal element will in-

agenda. In Chinese astrology

fluence this year and 2021.

the Metal element is associated
with Venus and represents our
core values and inner strength.
It relates to the season of Au-

tumn, a time to turn inward. It’s
a time to shed the old that we
have outgrown and eliminate
anything that is no longer use-

The Rat is the first of the Chinese zodiac signs, and so it’s
similar to Aries in terms of its
qualities of leadership and independence, but Metal makes the
Rat more thorough and focused
than impulsive.

So as in 1960, the previous year
of the Metal Rat, we have both
endings and new starts impacting life throughout 2020.
The Rat is enthusiastic and enjoys being kept busy, but the
Metal Rat plans his next move
in advance.
In 2020 those who plan their
activities and goals carefully,
take the initiative and work hard
to attain them, are likely to benefit.
Inner strength and determination to work independently towards your goals will pay dividends.

These two volumes
feature years of my
research and

published articles.
Available for Download.
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